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1SEMANTIC INFORMATION IN THE DONG-TERM 
MEMORY TRACES OF NOUNS
What is the nature of the long-term memory trace of an event or 
episode (Tulving, 1972)? Recently, several studies (MacLeod, 1976; 
Nelson, 1971; Nelson, Fehling, & Moore-Glascock, 1979; Nelson & 
Rothbart, 1972) have addressed this question.
These studies made use of the savings paradigm, which is based 
upon a well-known phenomenon: Relearning forgotten verbal material is
often easier than learning verbal material for the first time. The 
term savings was used by Ebbinghaus (1885/1964) to refer to this 
relearning advantage.
The Nelson et al. (1979) study is illustrative of the basic 
savings paradigm. For each experiment, the sequence of events was as 
follows: original learning (OL), a retention interval, and a
retention test that was followed immediately by relearning (RL).
During OL, the subject learned a paired-associate (PA) list; the 
stimuli were numbers and the responses were common English words.
The retention test consisted of recalling the OL list responses in the 
presence of the OL stimuli. The RL task was a single study-test trial 
on a new list. A given RL response (which was paired with an OL 
stimulus) bore one of three possible relationships to the OL response: 
identical (identity condition), semantically related along some 
dimension, or semantically unrelated (the control condition).
(Strictly speaking, the RL task did not involve "relearning" for any 
condition except the identity condition. That is, for either the 
semantically related or control conditions the RL task consisted of
2learning a new response. But, in keeping with the Nelson et al.
(1979) usage, the term relearning in this paper will refer to either 
the relearning of an old response, or the learning of a new response, 
after a retention interval.)
The RL performance for those items that were incorrect on the 
retention test was the result of interest. The RL performance for the 
identity condition was superior to that of any other condition. In 
addition, RL performance exceeded the control condition for RL 
responses that bore the following semantic relationships to the OL 
response: superordinate, and high-dominance or medium-dominance
(Battig & Montague, 1969) subordinate. Conversely, RL performance 
failed to exceed that of the controls for synonyms, antonyms, 
low-dominance subordinates, and associates. Furthermore, the RL 
performance for synonyms failed to exceed that for controls even when 
the subject had been required to generate a synonym of the PA response 
on each OL study trial. (The synonym that was presented during the RL 
trial was one that had not been generated by the subject during OL.)*
Nelson et al. (1979) concluded that superordinate and 
subordinate information was present in the long-term memory trace of 
the unrecalled OL response. It was also concluded that the long-term 
memory trace of the unrecalled OL response did not contain information 
lying on the same level of inclusiveness (Lyons, 1968) as the OL 
response (i.e., synonymic, antonymic, or coordinate information).
These results served to extend the findings of Nelson (1971) in 
which the OL task consisted of memorizing verbs that were in the 
middle position of three-word sentences. (The third word of the
3sentence did not change across items.) Following a 2-week retention 
interval, and a subsequent recall retention test, the verbs were 
either changed or not changed for RL. The changed verbs were either 
synonyms of, antonyms of, or semantically unrelated to the OL verb.
On the first RL trial, for sentences incorrect on the retention test, 
RL performance for the identity condition was superior to that of the 
synonym, antonym, and control conditions (which did not differ from 
each other).
Nelson et al. (1979) offered an explanation of their findings by 
advancing two theoretical propositions: The first proposition states
that no semantic information remains in the long-term memory trace of 
the unrecalled response at the level of inclusiveness at which it was 
originally encoded, but only at higher and lower levels of 
inclusiveness. The second proposition (after Norman, 1976) states 
that the response information remaining at both higher and lower 
levels of inclusiveness may be used to "reconstruct” the OL response 
(thereby facilitating performance in the identity condition during 
RL). Nelson et al. also asserted that the second proposition 
(hereafter referred to as the "reconstruction hypothesis") could serve 
as an explanation, within the recognition paradigm, of the false 
recognition of semantically related distractor items lying at the same 
level of inclusiveness as the original response. Thus, Nelson et al., 
in an effort to explain the results of their experiments which 
employed the savings paradigm, advanced theoretical propositions that 
also apply to the recognition paradigm.
One purpose of this paper is to suggest that unequivocal
4interpretation of the Nelson et al. (1979) results may not be 
possible because more than one factor may have determined the RL 
performance levels reported in that study. Hie formulation of 
Underwood and Shulz (1960) provides the basis for this criticism: 
Acquisition of a PA item may be considered to be a two-stage process. 
Hie first is the response learning stage; the second is the 
associative stage, in which the response becomes associated with the 
PA stimulus. Hiere may be a certain amount of temporal overlap 
between these stages. Forgetting may be due to loss of response 
availability, loss of the stimulus-response association, or to both of 
these factors.
Hie level of RL performance that Nelson et al. (1979) reported 
for various OL-RL semantic relationships may represent the confounding 
of the effects of the savings phenomenon (which is attributable to the 
properties of the response trace alone) with effects attributable to 
residual associations involving the PA stimulus. Hie presence of 
residual associations during the RL phase of the Nelson et al. (1979) 
study cannot be ruled out. Hiat is, it is not known if lack of 
response recall on a PA retention test is due to loss of the 
stimulus-response association, loss of response availability, or to 
both of these factors.
If lack of recall on the retention test in the Nelson et al. 
(1979) study is attributable, at least in part, to loss of the 
stimulus-response association, valid inferences may be made regarding 
the presence, or absence, of semantic information in the response 
trace. Hiis is because any RL advantage would be the sole function of
5residual information stored in the memory trace of the unrecalled 
response. (Of course, for the RL advantage to be apparent on the 
first RL trial, a new stimulus-response association would have to be 
formed rapidly. Evidence does exist that such an association may be 
formed in a single study trial (Landauer, 1962; Schwartz, 1963).)
However, if lack of recall during the retention test is due, at 
least in part, to lack of response availability, while one or more 
associations to the stimulus remain intact, RL performance could be 
affected in a way that does not reflect the kinds of information 
stored in the response trace. For example, such residual associations 
could be a potential source of interference (e.g., Postman & Stark, 
1969) during relearning in any condition other than the identity 
condition (e.g., McGovern, 1964). One possible effect of such 
associative interference would be that RL performance in the unrelated 
condition would not represent a true "zero savings" control condition.
Thus, it is important to know if any associative components 
remain in in the memory trace of a PA item that is not recalled after 
a relatively long retention interval. Experiment 1 of the Nelson 
(1971) study provides relevant information.
In that experiment, subjects learned a 20-item PA list. Hie 
stimuli were numbers and the responses were nouns. A recall retention 
test was administered either 1 week or 2 weeks after acquisition.
Hie subjects then participated in an RL task in which the OL 
stimulus-response pairings of the unrecalled items were either changed 
or not changed. The changed condition consisted of repairing the OL 
stimuli and the OL responses. Consequently, any relearning
6differences between the changed and unchanged conditions could not 
have been completely due to lack of response availability since the OL 
responses were used in both conditions. (This assumption seems 
justified to the extent that encoding specificity (Tulving & Thomson,
1973) did not play a role. Such effects should have been minimal in 
this experiment since the stimuli were numbers of low association 
value.)
The result of interest is the performance on the first RL 
study-test trial for the previously unrecalled items. Almost twice as 
many unchanged items, as opposed to changed items, were recalled.
This difference was only slightly (but significantly) less after a 
2-week retention interval than after a 1-week retention interval. It 
is conceivable that the difference in RL performance between the two 
conditions was, at least in part, a function of the associations that 
existed between the response and the stimulus of the unrecalled item.
Thus, it is not unreasonable to suspect that associations between 
the OL response and the OL stimulus do remain intact even when the 
response is not recalled during a retention test. Such associations 
could have facilitated RL performance in the identity condition, and 
unpredictably affected RL performance in the nonidentity conditions, 
in the Nelson et al. (1979) study.
The possibility that residual stimulus-response associations were 
present during the RL phase of the Nelson et al. (1979) study invites 
speculation regarding the observed lack of savings for synonyms, 
antonyms, and coordinates. Specifically, could the lack of savings 
for these OL-RL semantic relationships be accounted for in terms of
7associative phenomena?
Perhaps, in accordance with Runquist (1975), more than one 
potential response can become associated with the stimulus during 
acquisition of a PA item. This may occur because several potential 
(semantically related) responses, including the to-be-learned (TBL) 
response, become activated (Collins & Loftus, 1975) when the TBL 
response is presented. Hie activation of these responses may itself 
be sufficient to cause them to enter into association with the PA 
stimulus.
The potential responses that are activated could either lie on 
the same, or on a different, level of inclusiveness as the TBL 
response. Those lying on a different level of inclusiveness (i.e., 
superordinates and subordinates) might become more weakly activated 
than the TBL response. Because they are more weakly activated, they 
might become more weakly associated with the stimulus than the TBL 
response. While the presence of these weaker associations would not 
greatly affect RL performance in the identity condition (where the 
stronger primary association is utilized), they might serve to 
facilitate RL performance in the superordinate and subordinate 
conditions (relative to the unrelated condition). This formulation . 
appears to coincide with the Nelson et al. (1979) observation that RL 
performance for superordinates and subordinates was higher than that 
for unrelated controls but not as high as that for identity items.
In contrast, potential responses lying on the same level of 
inclusiveness as the TBL response (i.e., synonyms, antonyms, and 
coordinates) might become more highly activated by TBL response
8presentation than those lying on a different level. These more highly 
activated potential responses may be capable of forming associations 
with the PA stimulus that are strong enough to compete with the 
primary association. Therefore, given that the subject is motivated 
to learn the PA list as quickly as possible, it seems reasonable that 
learning efficiency would be improved if the subject were to employ 
some strategy to block or suppress the formation of these directly 
competing associations. It is possible that suppression of competing 
associations is an integral part of PA learning. It is also possible 
that subjects are capable of employing even more elaborate strategies, 
in addition to the suppression strategy, if required by the 
experimental situation. One such strategy may have been utilized by a 
group of subjects in Experiment 6 of the Nelson et al. (1979) study.
In that experiment, one group of subjects was required to read 
the TBL response aloud (during the study phase of each OL study-test 
trial) and immediately generate a synonym of the response. The other
group merely read the TBL response aloud. The former group required
/
more trials to acquire the list than the latter group. Perhaps the 
slower acquisition rate of the synonym group can be accounted for in 
terms of the time required to initiate, and execute, an encoding 
strategy. That is, the synonym group may have encoded the TBL 
response twice: once as the TBL response, and once as the stimulus
for the synonym response. Such a strategy would have effectively 
divided the OL task into two concurrent PA tasks* After the 
additional encoding had been accomplished, suppression of the 
competing association between the synonym and the PA stimulus could
9occur even though the synonym was being generated during each 
acquisition trial.
Therefore, it is possible that the Nelson et al. (1979) results 
reflected the dynamics of associative facilitation (and/or 
interference) rather than the effect of residual semantic information 
in the OL response trace. Consequently, even though the 
paired-associate/relearning paradigm allows isolation of specific 
response traces, and subsequent evaluation of their strength (by means 
of recall testing), it may not be suitable for evaluating the semantic 
contents of response traces.
In order to avoid the possible confounding effects attributable 
to association dynamics, a given OL procedure should not require the 
subject to associate the TBL response with any specific stimulus.
Also, a given OL procedure should allow the subject to process the 
item semantically, but it should not encourage the subject to employ 
strategies that could influence the characteristics of the sonantic 
information that may be encoded.
The present experiment fulfilled both of the above requirements. 
Original learning consisted of a lexical decision task in which the 
subject was required to decide whether or not a given item was a word. 
Thus, semantic processing was necessary during the task but the use of 
learning strategies was not. After a specific retention interval, the 
subject was given a recognition test in which identity items appeared 
along with semantically related and unrelated distractor items.
Considering the Nelson et al. (1979) formulation which implies 
that the memory trace is a unitary entity that may contain nonidentity
10
information, the false recognition paradigm allows assessment of trace 
contents in the following way: During a recognition test, the greater
the correspondence of the semantic features (Smith, Shoben, & Rips,
1974) of a distractor item to the semantic features representing the 
memory trace of the OL item, the greater the probability that the 
subject will falsely recognize the distractor item as an OL item.
For example, if the memory trace of the OL item CAT contains 
superordinate information (i.e., features pertaining to a cat's being 
an occurrence of "animal") , the distractor item ANIMAL should be 
falsely recognized as an OL item more frequently than should the 
distractor item SKY because, in this case, the former shares more 
features in cannon with the memory trace of CAT than the latter.
Also, despite the claim that the relearning paradigm is more 
sensitive than the recognition paradigm in detecting the presence of 
semantic information in the long-term memory trace (Nelson, 1978; 
Nelson et al., 1979), it has been demonstrated (Simpson & Kellas, in 
press) that the false recognition paradigm can detect the presence of 
different types of feature information in long-term memory traces 
representing object names. Ihus, the false recognition paradigm 
appears to possess adequate sensitivity for detecting the presence of 
the kinds of semantic information in the trace that were of interest 
in the present experiment.
Four semantic relationship conditions were represented on the 
recognition test: superordinate, subordinate, coordinate, and
unrelated. There were four retention-interval conditions: The
recognition test was given 2 minutes, 24 hours, 1 week, or 2 weeks
11
following exposure to the OL words.
According to the Nelson et al. (1979) formulation, if 
semantically related distractor items are falsely recognized more 
frequently than unrelated distractor items, the implication would be 
that semantic information remains in the memory traces of the OL 
items. The type of semantic information remaining in the traces would 
correspond to the specific OL-word/distractor-word semantic 
relationship. However, considering the reconstruction hypothesis, the 
type of semantic information remaining in the traces would not 
necessarily correspond to the semantic relationship between the OL 
word and the falsely recognized distractor word. This is because any 
false alarm occurring at the same level of inclusiveness as the 
original item could be due to either the presence of same-level 
semantic information or reconstruction based upon information lying on 
higher and lower levels of inclusiveness. Yet, the reconstruction 
hypothesis implicitly predicts that false alarms for coordinate 
distractor items will occur if they occur for superordinate and 
subordinate distractor items. It also implicitly predicts that the 
coordinate false alarm rate will be less than that for superordinates 
and subordinates. This is because information that is reconstructed 
can be reasonably expected to exist in smaller amounts than 
information serving as the basis for reconstruction.
Finally, it should be noted that Nelson et al. (1979, Experiment 
7) employed both coordinates and non-coordinates as primary-associate 
RL responses. Since the relative level of inclusiveness of two 
non-coordinate OL and RL responses (e.g., TOBACCO and SMOKE) cannot be
12
determined, Nelson et al., in effect, did not attempt to isolate 
coordinate information in the memory traces of the unrecalled PA 
responses.
In summary, it should be noted that, in accordance with the 
Nelson et al. (1979) formulation, the present experiment was designed 
to describe the kinds of semantic information that remain in the 
long-term memory traces representing previously encoded verbal items. 
However, unlike the Nelson et al. study, the present experiment was 
designed to isolate coordinate information in the traces, and to 
describe the characteristics of the traces at several retention 
intervals, without encouraging the use of learning strategies.
Method
Subjects and Design
The subjects were 48 undergraduate psychology students from the 
University of Nebraska at Omaha. Participation in the experiment was 
voluntary (with the subjects earning points for extra credit in their 
psychology courses)
A 4 X 4 mixed factorial design was employed. Retention interval 
(2 minutes, 24 hours, 1 week, and 2 weeks) was the between-subjects 
variable; the semantic relationship of the recognition test word to 
the OL word (superordinate, subordinate, coordinate, and unrelated) 
comprised the within-subjects variable. Each retention interval 
condition included 12 subjects.
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Apparatus and Materials
A total of 21 categories were selected from Battig and Montague 
(1969) and Shapiro and Palermo (1970). Categories were selected such 
that the superordinate nouns (category names) bore no apparent 
semantic similarity to each other. (Singular, one-word nouns were 
substituted for plural or multi-word category names as required.) Two 
subordinate nouns were selected from each category. The selected 
subordinates were from among the five most dominant within a category, 
with the exception of one that was eighth-ranked (viz., HOCKEY within 
the category SPORT). A given selected subordinate bore no apparent 
semantic similarity to any subordinate selected from another category. 
(The category sets are included as Appendix A.)
A separate list of 39 unrelated nouns was selected from Thorndike 
and Lorge (1944). These words bore no apparent semantic similarity to 
the selected superordinates, subordinates, or each other. (The 
unrelated nouns are included as Appendix B.)
A list of 53 pronounceable nonwords was created to serve as foils 
during the lexical decision (OL) task. The nonwords were constructed 
so as to minimize orthographic similarity to each other or to any 
previously selected word.
Frequencies for all selected words were obtained from Thorndike 
and Lorge (1944). Mean frequency for each semantic classification 
(superordinate, subordinate, and unrelated) was calculated (67.91, 
50.12, and 52.77 occurrences per million, respectively). A one-way 
(three levels of semantic classification) analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
was performed to reveal any differences in mean frequency. No
14
significant differences were observed, F(2,99) = 1.69, p > .10.
Mean word length was calculated for superordinates, subordinates, 
unrelated words, and nonwords (6.10, 5.33, 6.05, and 5.79 letters, 
respectively). A one-way (four levels of item classification) ANOVA 
was performed; no significant differences in mean length were 
observed, F(3,151) = 1.67, p > .10.
Three OL-item/test-item (OL-test) list versions were then 
constructed from the category sets such that words from a given 
category set appeared as the OL and test item on each list version 
(but as a component of a different semantic relationship). Thus, 
words from seven category sets represented the superordinate to 
subordinate semantic relationship on the first list version, the 
subordinate to superordinate relationship on the second list version, 
and the coordinate relationship on the third list version. The 
semantic-relationship to list-version correspondence was permuted for 
the second set of seven category sets, and again for the seven 
remaining category sets, such that all three semantic relationships 
were represented an equal number of times (and each category set was 
represented only once) in each list version. A given word from a 
category set appeared only once in a given list version and appeared 
an equal number of times as an OL and test item across list versions.
Fourteen words were selected from the unrelated list and randomly 
paired to form seven OL-test sets. These sets were added to each of 
the three list versions to represent the unrelated condition. An 
additional 21 words were selected from the imrelated list to appear 
during both the OL and test phases. These words represented the
15
identity condition. A total of 49 nonword items were selected and 
added to the OL portion of each list. Within each of the three 
OL-test versions, two orderings of the OL and test lists were formed 
and combined factorially into four OL-test list orderings. Ttoo 
additional unrelated words, and two additional nonwords, were selected 
and placed at the beginning of each OL list. Hie two remaining 
unrelated words and nonwords were placed at the end of each OL list. 
(These measures were employed to control for primacy and recency 
effects.)
To summarize, three list versions were constructed to correspond 
to the three possible conditions of semantic relatedness within a 
given category set. Each of the three list versions was represented 
in each retention-interval condition.
Each OL list item was individually typed on acetate (in lower 
case letters) and mounted in a slide frame. The slides representing a 
given OL list were placed in a carousel that was suitable for use with 
a Kodak Ektagraphic (Model AF-2) slide projector.
Answer sheets for the lexical decision (OL) task, nimber strings 
for a distractor task which was employed to prevent item rehearsal 
following OL (Glanzer & Cunitz, 1966), and all test lists, were typed 
and reproduced.
Both OL and the retention test took place in the same laboratory 
room. The room dimensions were approximately 4.3 X 2.1 m.
Procedure
The procedure consisted of three stages: OL (i.e., a lexical
16
decision task), a retention interval, and a recognition test. During 
OL, subjects were run either individually or in pairs. (Each pair of 
subjects had been assigned the same OL list order and retention 
interval.) Subjects reporting a second time for the retention test 
(i.e., all subjects except those assigned to the 2-minute retention 
interval condition) were run individually or in groups of two to four 
individuals.
Subjects reporting for OL were seated before a blank screen. 
Instructions pertaining to the lexical decision task were read: The
subjects were told to watch the blank screen and examine any item that 
appeared on the screen until the screen became blank again. At this 
time, they were to circle a YES response on the answer sheet if they 
thought the previously-presented item was a word, or a NO response if 
they thought the item was not a word. Any questions pertaining to the 
task were answered by paraphrasing the instructions.
Each OL list item was presented for 5 seconds. The screen was 
blank for 5 seconds after each presentation to allow the marking of 
the answer sheet. Five seconds after the last OL item had disappeared 
from the screen, the subjects were told to locate, and circle, any 
"fours" on the number sheet. This distractor task was interrupted 
after 2 minutes.
The 2-minute retention interval group was given the recognition 
test immediately following the interruption of the distractor task. 
Subjects in other groups were given appropriate instructions for 
reporting for the second session. These subjects were not told that a 
recognition test would be given during the second session but that
17
they would participate in "another word task." These subjects were 
then dismissed. Upon their arrival for the second session, these 
subjects were again seated before the blank screen.
Recognition test instructions were read for all subjects. The 
subjects were told to circle any items on the test sheet that they 
recognized as having been presented during the previous session (the 
word "earlier" was appropriately substituted for the 2-minute group). 
Subjects were told to take as much time as necessary to complete the 
test and that they were not to change any answers. When all subjects 
in a test group had completed the test, they were debriefed and
dismissed. (Instructions for both the lexical decision task and the
recognition test are included as Appendix C.)
Data for a total of nine subjects reporting for OL (one in the
2-minute group, two in the 24-hour group, two in the 1-week group, and 
four in the 2-week group) were not included in the subsequent analyses 
because the subject either failed to follow the instructions for the 
lexical decision task, or failed to report for the second session. 
Additional subjects were assigned to the appropriate groups to replace 
these subjects.
Results
The proportion of hits for the identity condition, and the 
proportion of false alarms for each distractor item semantic 
condition, was calculated for each subject. (The mean proportion of 
hits and the mean proportion of false alarms for each distractor type, 
as a function of retention interval, are listed as Table 1.)
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TABLE 1
Mean Proportion of Hits and Mean Proportion of False 
Alarms for Each Distractor Type as a 
Function of Retention Interval
Retention Hits .-------------  False Alarms
Interval (Identity) Super. Sub. Coor. Unrel
2 Minutes .841 .012 .024 .048 .024
24 Hours .726 .262 .143 .262 .179
1 Week .591 .345 .250 .202 .083
2 Weeks .528 .203 .155 .226 .215
____________ ______________ _______ ________
A one-way {four levels of retention interval) ANOVA was performed 
to reveal any differences in mean proportion of false alarms across 
retention intervals (in order of increasing retention interval, means 
of .029, .211, .220, and .200). The results of the ANOVA are 
significant, F(3,188) = 14.20, p < .001. Tukey B post hoc comparisons 
indicated that the increase from 2 minutes to 24 hours is significant 
(p < .01). However, neither the increase from 24 hours to 1 week, nor 
the decrease from 24 hours to 2 weeks, is significant (both ps > .05).
A one-way (4 levels of retention interval) ANOVA indicated that 
the mean number of hits for identity items decreases as retention
19
interval increases (means in order of increasing retention interval of 
.841, .726, .591, and .528; F[3,44] = 6.67, p < .001). Tukey B post 
hoc comparisons showed that mean proportion of hits significantly 
decreases from 2 minutes to 1 week (p < .01) and from 24 hours to 2 
weeks (p < .05), but not from 24 hours to 1 week or from 1 week to 2 
weeks (both ps > .05).
Since 21 of the 49 items on the recognition test were identity 
items, the mean proportion of hits representing chance performance for 
identity items is .429 (i.e., 21/49). The mean proportion of hits at 
2 weeks (.528) just exceeds this value, F(3,44) = 2.83, p < .05, 
critical F value * 2.82.
For each subject, d' was calculated for the superordinate, 
subordinate, coordinate, and unrelated semantic conditions by 
comparing the proportion of false alarms for each of these conditions 
with the proportion of hits for the identity condition. (The 
proportion of hits, proportion of false alarms for each distractor 
type, and cPs are included, for each subject, as Appendix D.)
A 4 X 4 mixed factorial ANOVA, with retention interval (2 
minutes, 24 hours, 1 week, and 2 weeks) as the between-subjects 
variable, and semantic relationship of the test item to the OL item 
(superordinate, subordinate, coordinate, and unrelated) as the 
within-subjects variable, was performed to reveal any reliable 
differences in mean d' among semantic conditions across retention 
intervals. Results of the ANOVA indicate that as retention interval 
increases, an overall significant decrease in mean d^ is observed (in 
order of increasing retention interval, means of 3.214, 1.758, 1.367,
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and 1.157; F[3,44] = 18.17, p < .001). Hie main effect of semantic 
condition (superordinate, subordinate, coordinate, and unrelated) is 
also significant (means of 1.702, 1.986, 1.775, and 2.033, 
respectively; F[3,132] = 3.11, p < .05), as is the Retention Interval 
X Semantic Condition interaction, F (9,132) * 3.23, p < .01. (The 
summary table for the 4 X 4  mixed factorial ANOVA is included as 
Appendix E.)
An analysis of simple main effects was performed to evaluate 
differences among semantic condition mean d's at each retention 
interval. Hie results of the analyses indicate that there are no 
significant differences among semantic condition mean d's at the 
2-minute (F < 1); 24-hour, F(3,132) * 1.71, p > .10; and 2-week, 
F(3,132) = 1.42, p > .10 retention intervals. However, there are 
significant differences among semantic condition mean d_^ s at the 
1-week retention interval, F(3,132) * 9.07, p < .001. Tukey B post 
hoc comparisons indicated that, at the 1-week retention interval, the 
mean d's of both the superordinate and the subordinate semantic 
conditions are significantly smaller than that of the unrelated 
condition (both ps < .01). However, the mean d's of the superordinate 
and the subordinate semantic conditions do not significantly differ 
from each other (p > .05). Furthermore, the mean d' of the coordinate 
condition does not significantly differ from that of the unrelated 
condition (p > .05).
It should be noted that the means for the semantic condition main 
effect (which indicate a relative false alarm rate of: superordinate
> coordinate > subordinate > unrelated) appear to conflict with those
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at 1 week (which indicate a relative false alarm rate of: 
superordinate, subordinate > coordinate, unrelated). Because of this 
discrepancy, Tukey B post hoc comparisons were conducted using the 
main effect means. No difference is significant (ps > .05) except 
that between superordinate and unrelated (p < .05). Thus, the false 
alarm rate pattern at 1 week essentially conforms to that of the 
semantic condition main effect.
Discussion
The results of the present experiment indicate that false 
recognition of distractor items increases as the interval between 
exposure to the OL items and the recognition test increases. This 
observation appears to reflect forgetting on the part of the subjects.
Across retention intervals, there are differences in the type of 
distractor item to which false alarms are made. But, the only 
reliable differences in false alarm rates among distractor types occur 
at the 1-week retention interval (see Figure 1).
At 1 week, the false alarm rates for superordinate and 
subordinate distractor items exceed the false alarm rate for the 
unrelated distractor items, but those for the superordinates and 
subordinates do not differ from each other. Thus, in terms of the 
Nelson et al. (1979) formulation, it appears that both superordinate 
and subordinate semantic information is present, in approximately 
equal amounts, in the memory traces of the OL items at 1 week. 
Conversely, the false alarm rate for coordinate distractor items does 
not reliably exceed that for the unrelated controls. Thus, by the
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FIGURE 1. Mean dV of superordinate, subordinate, coordinate, 
and unrelated semantic conditions as a function of retention interval.
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same formulation, coordinate information is not present in the memory 
traces of the OL items at any of the four retention intervals.
Upon contrasting the depth of encoding that was attainable in the 
present experiment with that which was attainable in the Nelson et 
al. (1979) study, it can be argued that the 1-week retention interval 
of the former may well correspond to the range of retention intervals 
employed in the latter (4 to 7 weeks, depending on the experiment). 
That is, in contrast with the Nelson et al. study in which subjects 
participated in an explicit learning task, the subjects in the present 
study were required to make decisions about OL items that were 
presented only once. Hence, it is probable that the OL items were, by 
comparison, superficially encoded. (The relatively short retention 
intervals used in the present experiment reflect the assumed fragility 
of the memory traces representing the OL items.)
Therefore, the results of the present experiment appear to be in 
accordance with the general findings of Nelson et al. (1979):
Superordinate and subordinate semantic information remains in the 
memory traces of OL items after a retention interval. However, while 
essentially confirming the evidence presented by Nelson et al., the 
present results may provide difficulties for the reconstruction 
hypothesis.
Recall that the reconstruction hypothesis asserts that, during ^  
recognition test, superordinate and subordinate information is 
enlisted to reconstruct likely response candidates lying on the same 
level of inclusiveness as the originally encoded item. Therefore, 
according to the hypothesis, the subjects in the present experiment
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should have falsely recognized coordinate distractors, at the l-week 
retention interval (where both superordinate and subordinate 
information was observed to be present), at a rate that exceeded that 
for the unrelated distractors.
The argument in support of the above assertion is relatively 
straightforward: According to the reconstruction hypothesis, some
proportion of recognized identity items are recognized because the 
information that is used as the basis for recognition is 
reconstructed. Since the information that is used in reconstruction 
lies at higher and lower levels of inclusiveness relative to the 
original information, any reconstruction that would result in a false 
alarm to a coordinate distractor item would use the same information,
as the basis for reconstruction, that would be used during the
reconstruction required to recognize a forgotten identity item. Of 
course, the number of forgotten identity items that are recognized 
because of reconstruction cannot be determined. However, the 
reconstruction hypothesis, as applied to the recognition paradigm, 
implicitly predicts that same-level false alarms will occur in some 
proportion greater than that for unrelated items.
It could be argued that the only result of reconstruction is the
recognition of forgotten identity items. However, if same-level false 
alarms do not occur, it seems more reasonable, in the interest of 
parsimony, to conclude that identity items are recognized only when 
sufficient identity information remains in the memory traces. Thus, 
if same-level false alarms do not occur when superordinate and 
subordinate information is present, there is no need for a
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reconstruction hypothesis.
Of course, experimental results indicating the absence of an 
effect must be interpreted with caution. Nevertheless, it can be 
argued that if false alarms to coordinate distractors had occurred 
during the present experiment, they would have been detected. That 
is, the false recognition paradigm was sensitive enough to detect the 
greater false alarm rates for both the superordinate and subordinate 
distractors (relative to the unrelated distractors). Also, because of 
the counterbalancing technique employed, the same words served as both 
subordinate and coordinate distractors. (Thus, the failure of the 
false alarm rate for coordinate distractors to exceed that for the 
unrelated controls could not have been due to item effects.) 
Nevertheless, the possibility that a Type II error occurred cannot be 
dismissed.
Assuming, for the sake of discussion, that the reconstruction 
hypothesis has been disconfirmed, how can the results of the present 
experiment be explained? And, what possible implications do the 
present results hold for the structure of a "decaying" memory trace?
Since the overall false alarm rate does not vary significantly 
beyond 24 hours, the increased false alarm rate for superordinate and 
subordinate distractors at 1 week is not related to any tendency on 
the part of the 1-week group to make excessive false alarms.
Similarly, the observed lack of false alarms for superordinate and 
subordinate distractors at 24 hours and 2 weeks is probably not the 
result of there being an inadequate sample of marked distractor items 
at these intervals.
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Furthermore, even though the hit rate for identity items does 
exhibit an overall decrease from 24 hours to 2 weeks, it does not 
decrease significantly from 24 hours to 1 week, or from 1 week to 2 
weeks. Thus, the increased false alarm rate for superordinates and 
subordinates at 1 week does not appear to be related to any 
significant change in the hit rate at that retention interval.
Perhaps the greater false alarm rate for superordinate and 
subordinate distractor items (relative to that for unrelated 
distractor items) at 1 week is ultimately attributable to the presence 
of "links" (Collins & Loftus, 1975) connecting the memory node of the 
OL item with the corresponding superordinate and subordinate memory 
nodes. When an item is presented during OL, the node representing the 
OL item is "tagged" (Anderson & Bower, 1972); the tag bears a certain 
amount of "correspondence" to the list marker node representing the 
experimental event. It is assumed that the list marker node remains 
activated as long as the subject remains in the experimental 
situation, and that it is reactivated when the subject re-enters the 
experimental situation after a retention interval.
At some point during the retention interval, the memory nodes 
representing the super ordinate and subordinate of the OL item may 
become temporarily tagged. Such tags would not bear as much 
correspondence to the list marker nodes as that associated with the OL 
item node, and the correspondence of such tags would diminish 
relatively quickly. It is assumed that this auxiliary tagging process 
does not affect the correspondence of the OL item tag to the list 
marker node. It is further assumed that only nodes that are directly
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linked to the OL item node may become tagged in this manner.
This formulation could explain the present results. In essence, 
it is argued that the "memory trace" representing an OL item can 
consist of a constellation of tagged memory nodes. Accordingly, false 
recognition of superordinate and subordinate distractor items occurs 
for the same reason that recognition of identity items may occur:
When a word is presented on a recognition test, the memory node 
representing the test word is activated and brought under scrutiny.
The node is first examined for the presence of a tag. If a tag is not 
present, the subject will judge the test word to be one that was not 
presented during OL. If a tag is present, the subject then determines 
whether or not the tag is an "appropriate" tag. This decision is 
based upon the amount of correspondence between the tag and the list 
marker node. If the correspondence exceeds some criterion level, the 
subject will judge the test word as being one that was presented 
during OL. Thus, superordinates and subordinates may be judged as 
familiar on a recognition test that is given after a specific 
retention interval because they were tagged, spontaneously, during the 
interval.
If interpreted according to the above formulation, the present 
experimental results invite an interesting speculation concerning 
long-term memory structure: The memory nodes representing words that
are semantically related to each other only by virtue of their being 
coordinates may not be directly related, structurally, in the memory 
network.
Future research should begin with replication of the present
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experiment. It is possible that coordinate information is present at 
the 1 week retention interval but the design is not powerful enough to 
detect it. This concern seems justified since the reconstruction 
hypothesis predicts that coordinate information will be present in 
smaller amounts than either superordinate or subordinate information.
Hie power of the experiment would be increased if three groups 
were employed at each retention interval. On the recognition test, 
each group would receive identity items along with both unrelated 
distractor items and distractor items representing either the 
superordinate, subordinate, or coordinate semantic relationship. As a 
result, the number of false alarms for a given distractor type should 
be greater than in the present experiment.
Use of the false recognition paradigm to describe the qualities 
of memory information may hold potential for determining certain 
details of memory network structure. An advantage of the paradigm for 
such applications (especially if it is combined with an incidental 
learning procedure) resides in the fact that recognition performance 
would be virtually uncontaminated by any strategies the subject might 
employ.
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Footnotes
* Experiments 1, 4, 5, and 6 of the Nelson et al. (1979) study 
investigated synonymic savings. Responses were either nouns, verbs, 
or adjectives. All synonym responses were drawn from a dictionary of 
synonyms.
The experiments employed three basic conditions: identity,
same-level nonidentity (i.e., synonyms), and unrelated. All results 
showed that RL performance for the same-level nonidentity items was 
equal to that for the unrelated items, while the identity items 
exhibited RL facilitation.
Many of the synonym OL-RL response pairs had questionable common 
meaning (e.g., ALIKE-SIMILAR and SUPPRESSION-EXCLUSION). Also, many 
of the synonym response pairs contained at least one low frequency 
word (e.g., LIBERATE-EMANCIPATE and CLEMENCY-MERCY).
If the subjects did not consider many of the items to be 
synonyms, or if many of the words were not understood by the subjects, 
it is not surprising that the RL performance of the subjects in these 
experiments did not reflect savings for synonymic information.
(Under the latter circumstances, RL facilitation for the identity 
items could be explained in terms of "orthographic savings" or
"acoustic savings" rather than semantic savings.
2
Before participating, all subjects signed individual informed 
consent forms which emphasized that participation in the experiment 
was voluntary, and that they were free to withdraw from the experiment 
at any time, without prejudice, even though they had initially agreed
33
to participate. Hie Institutional Review Board for the Protection of 
Human Subjects, University of Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, 
Nebraska, reviewed the proposal for this research (IRB #156-80) and 
concluded that the experimenter had provided adequate safeguards for 
the rights and welfare of the subjects to be involved.
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APPLIANCE
mixer
refrigerator
UTENSIL
fork
spoon
TIME
year
day
CLOTH
cotton
wool
CRIME
murder
robbery
APPENDIX A 
Category Sets
LIQUID
water
milk
MEAT
beef
pork
DISTANCE
mile
inch
FURNITURE
chair
table
MONEY
dollar
dime
REPTILE
snake
lizard
EMOTION
love
anger
METAL
copper
aluminum
FRUIT
apple
banana
VEHICLE
car
truck
35
SCIENCE
chemistry
physics
TREE
oak
maple
VEGETABLE
bean
potato
BIRD
robin
sparrow
FLOWER 
tul ip 
daisy
SPORT
tennis
hockey
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APPENDIX B 
Unrelated Words
pearl queen pen
hotel spider violin
ivory shepherd furnace
breeze cousin steward
child broom vanilla
barrier path neighbor
lantern fragment photograph
earth wrist gate
encyclopedia patriot town
tobacco pebble lion
ledge dream tr ibe
valley member opinion
example abbey agency
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APPENDIX C
Instructions for Lexical Decision Task and Recognition Test
Lexical Decision Task; Please listen while I read your instructions. 
In this part of the experiment you are to watch the blank screen.
When an item appears on the screen, you are to look at it until the 
screen goes blank again. After the screen goes blank, you are to 
circle a YES on your answer sheet if you think that the item on the 
screen was a word. You are to circle a NO if you don't think the item 
was a word. Any item that is a word is a COMMON word. (Pause.) You 
will have about 5 seconds to circle your answer. When you have 
circled your answer, look up at the screen again and wait for the next 
item to appear.
Choose your first answer from the first YES-NO pair at the top of 
the first column of the answer sheet. Work your way down the column. 
When you have finished the first column, go on to the next column, and 
so on.
Remember to look at each item on the screen until it disappears 
before you mark your answer. Are there any questions?
Recognition Test; Circle any words, on the answer sheet in front of 
you, that you recognize as having been presented on the screen (during 
the last session/earlier). Take as long as you wish. Do not change 
any answers once you have made then. When you are finished, raise 
your hand and remain seated.
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APPENDIX D
Proportion of Hits, Proportions of False Alarms, and d*s 
as Calculated for Each Subject
iSubj. Hits I False A l a r m s  1-------------d ' s --------------- 1
|No. (Iden.) I Sup. Sub. Co. Un. I Sup. Sub. Co. Un. I
(2-Minute Group)
37 .952 .000 .000 .000 .000 3.9712 3.9712 3.9712 3.9712
38 .810 .000 .000 .000 .143 3.2043 3.2043 3.2043 1.9582
39 .429 .000 .000 .000 .000 2.1500 2.1500 2.1500 2.1500
40 .905 .000 .000 .000 .000 3.6079 3.6079 3.6079 3.6079
41 .905 .000 .000 .000 .000 3.6079 3.6079 3.6079 3.6079
42 .714 .000 .000 .143 .000 2.8797 2.8797 1.6337 2.8797
44 .952 .000 .000 .000 .000 3.9712 3.9712 3.9712 3.9712
44a .857 .000 .000 .143 .000 3.4067 3.4067 2.1606 3.4067
45 .905 .000 .000 .143 .143 3.6079 3.6079 2.3619 2.3619
46 .905 .000 .286 .000 .000 3.6079 1.8349 3.6079 3.6079
47 .952 .000 .000 .000 .000 3.9712 3.9712 3.9712 3.9712
48 .810 .143 .000 .143 .000 1.9582 3.2043 1.9582 3.2043
(24-Hour Group)
25 .429 .000 .000 .143 .143 2.1500 2.1500 0.9040 0.9040
26 .714 .000 .000 .000 .143 2.8797 2.8797 2.8797 1.6337
27 .905 .286 .286 .286 .429 1.8349 1.8349 1.8349 1.4579
28 .810 .714 .143 .857 .571 0.3245 1.9582 -0.2024 0.7015
29 .714 .000 .000 .143 .000 2.8797 2.8797 1.6337 2.8797
30 .571 .143 .143 .000 .143 1.2567 1.2567 2.5027 1.2567
32 .905 .000 .143 .286 .143 3.6079 2.3619 1.8349 2.3619
32a .571 .286 .000 .143 .143 0.7298 2.5027 1.2567 1.2567
33 .905 .571 .429 .429 .000 1.1052 1.4579 1.4579 3.6079
34a .810 .429 .286 .143 .000 1.0543 1.4313 1.9582 3.2043
35 .571 .571 .286 .571 .143 0.0000 0.7298 0.0000 1.2567
36 .810 .143 .000 .143 .286 1.9582 3.2043 1.9582 1.4313
39
iSubj. Hits |- - False Alarms - - I - ------ - - d ' s    -  ---- 1
|No. (Iden.) I Sup. Sub. Co. Un. I Sup. Sub. Co. Un. I
(1-Week Group)
13 .286 .286 .143 .143 .000 0.0000 0.5269 0.5269 1.7730
14 .857 .429 .143 .571 .286 1.2567 2.1606 0.9040 1.6337
15 .999 .286 .000 .143 .000 2.8797 4.6527 3.4067 4.6527
16 .667 .143 .286 .000 .000 1.5202 0.9933 2.7663 2.7663
17 .476 .429 .571 .143 .143 0.1262 -0.2265 1.0302 1.0302
18 .333 .286 .286 .143 .143 0.1135 0.1135 0.6404 0.6404
19 .429 .143 .286 .000 .000 0.9040 0.3770 2.1500 2.1500
20 .619 .143 .286 .000 .000 1.3858 0.8589 2.6318 2.6318
21a .333 .429 .143 .000 .000 -0.2635 0.6404 1.8864 1.8864
22 .762 .571 .286 .571 .286 0.5299 1.2597 0.5299 1.2597
23 .762 .571 .429 .286 .143 0.5299 0.8827 1.2597 1.7866
24a .571 .429 .143 .429 .000 0.3527 1.2567 0.3527 2.5027
(2-Week Group)
2a .714 .286 .429 .714 .429 1.1068 0.7298 0.0000 0.7298
3a .571 .143 .000 .000 .000 1.2567 2.5027 2.5027 2.5027
4 .714 .000 .000 .000 .286 2.8797 2.8797 2.8797 1.1068
4a .095 .000 .143 .143 .000 1.0448 -0.2012 -0.2012 1.0448
5 .667 .286 .571 .143 .429 0.9933 0.2635 1.5202 0.6163
6 .333 .143 .286 .429 .429 0.6404 0.1135 -0.2635 -0.2635
7a .238 .143 .000 .143 .143 0.3740 1.6201 0.3740 0.3740
8 .714 .143 .286 .429 .143 1.6337 1.1068 0.7298 1.6337
9 .714 .286 .000 .000 .143 1.1068 2.8798 2.8798 1.6337
10 .524 .429 .143 .143 .143 0.2265 1.1305 1.1305 1.1305
11 .524 .429 .000 .143 .143 0.2265 2.3765 1.1305 1.1305
12 .524 .143 .000 .429 .286 1.1305 2.3765 0.2265 0.6035
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APPENDIX E
Summary Table for the 4 X 4  Mixed Factorial ANOVA
Source SS df MS
Retention Int. 
Error (bet)
123.795
99.951
3
44
41.265
2.272
18.17***
Semantic Cond. 3.718
RI X SC 11.571
Error (w/in) 52.604
3
9
132
1.239
1.286
.399
3.11*
3.23**
*p < .05
**p < .01 
***p < .001
